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Discover Hedgerows

If hedges could talk, can you imagine the tales they might tell about the creatures who make their homes among 
their branches? Perhaps a hedge near you has provided shelter for a family of hedgehogs, hibernating through the 
long winter, a feast for migrating redwings stuffing their beaks with berries as they stop off on their way south 
from their breeding grounds in Scandinavia - or a home for a family of bullfinches who are hatching out right now?

Every metre of hedgerow has something special about it, but the thing that makes hedges really spectacular is 
how many different creatures they support. Did you know that here in Jersey (where there are no forests and few 
woods), many of our birds, insects and mammals depend on hedgerows for their survival?

One of the things we have done this year at the National Trust for Jersey is plant more than ten miles of hedgerow 
across the Island to provide a home for Jersey’s wildlife – that is the equivalent of 50 laps of a football pitch and a 
massive 20,000 plants! In order to increase biodiversity, our conservation team always ensures they plant a wide 
variety of different species that flower and fruit at different times to attract wildlife throughout the year. 

Blackthorn, a thorny bush with white flowers, is the first hedging plant to flower, providing much needed nectar 
for bumblebees in spring – and later in the year, inky-black fruits called sloes that are popular with birds. A 
common sight in our country lanes right now is hawthorn (also known as the May bush), which is covered with a 
profusion of white or pale pink blossom that turns into ruby-red berries called haws in autumn.  
Field maple is popular with aphids and their predators, including ladybirds, hoverflies and birds. And then there is 
the conservation hero, Hazel, whose leaves are eaten by several different types of moth and whose protein-rich 
nuts support so many birds and mammals, including wood mice, red squirrels and woodpeckers. 

Next time you are out in the countryside, why not set yourself a challenge and see if you can spot three different 
types of hedging plant while you are out on your daily exercise. Here are some clues to help you identify what 
you see: first study the leaves and see if they are tiny or dancing on the breeze, examine the twiggy branches and 
see if they are smooth or covered with thorny spikes, look at the flowers (if any) and see if you can find any seeds 
or berries. Finally, crouch down low and listen for birds or insects hiding in among the branches. 

If you enjoy nature in all its beauty, why not ‘adopt’ a hedge near you and begin a nature journal, describing or 
drawing what you see each week? As the months go by, you might be surprised to discover how many different 
creatures rely on your hedge for their survival. Bright and blooming in spring, coiffed green layers in summer, 
splashes of gold and red in autumn and pared-back brown in winter: nothing changes style for the season quite like a 
hedge – and keeping a nature journal is a wonderful way to celebrate Jersey’s hedgerows in all their glory.
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Hawthorn (Crataegus monogyna)
Hawthorn or May is one of our most common hedgerow plants and 
forms the backbone to the high-banked hedges that characterise 
Jersey’s country lanes. This prickly deciduous shrub has small 
three- or seven-lobed leaves and is smothered in tiny five-petalled 
flowers in April and May. Later in the year, these form into fiery red 
berries, which are a firm favourite with native and migrating birds.

Blackthorn (Prunus spinosa)
Blackthorn is one of the first shrubs to flower in spring, with tiny 
white flowers that provide a valuable nectar source for emerging 
butterflies and bees. The inky black fruits (sometimes with a silver 
bloom), known as sloes, start to appear from August/September 
onwards and harvesters are often left in a dilemma: whether to pick 
the fruits to make sloe gin or leave them behind for the local wildlife.

Hazel (Corylus avellana)
A deciduous hedgerow plant with smooth bark and straight, bendy 
stems that peel with age. Leaves are round to oval and hairy 
with a pointed tip. Easy to identify in spring from the little catkins 
resembling lambs’ tails and in late-summer by the nuts, which are 
loved by birds and mammals – as well as humans. 

Crab Apple (Malus sylvestris)
One of the ancestors of the cultivated apple tree, the crab apple 
can live for up to 100 years. With greyish brown, flecked bark, trees 
can become quite gnarled and twisted, especially when exposed 
on coastal sites: this ‘crabbed’ appearance may have influenced its 
common name. Bitter, rounded fruits are popular with birds and 
mammals, who disperse the seeds. 

Field Maple (Acer campestre)
The field maple is a sturdy broadleaf deciduous shrub that supports 
a wide range of insects, including caterpillars and moths – and their 
predators. After pollination by insects, the flowers develop into 
winged fruits, which are dispersed on the wind. Leaves are similar 
to sycamore, but much more rounded. Field maple has really showy 
autumn colour, with deep golden yellow leaves.

Elder (Sambucus nigra)
Elder is the very essence of summer with its large, highly scented, 
white flowers that develop into black and shiny fruits after 
pollination by insects. The leaves have five to seven pairs of leaflets, 
with sparsely serrated edges. The bitter tasting berries are popular 
with small mammals and birds. Elder flowers are often used to 
make elderflower cordial, and the fruit used for jam.

Gardening Tip – Providing a Home for Wildlife in your Garden
Next time you are re-planning your garden, why not consider planting a hedge? It might not create the instant barrier you are hoping for, but 
in a few years’ time it will be bursting with local wildlife – from birds and bees to butterflies, beetles and caterpillars.  
For best results, choose three or four native varieties that come into leaf, fruit and flower at different times of the year. 


